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Australia

Australia is an island, a country and a continent but most of all it is a
dream destination, offering spectacular scenery, unique experiences and
hidden gems.
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Day 1
o

Morning - Arrival at Sydney International Airport, City Sights, Hotel Check In

Nothing refreshes you after a flight like some Sydney sun! Your fleet of luxury vehicles await to take you to soak in
the city’s best sights. Enjoy a stroll on the sands of world-famous Bondi Beach, enjoy panoramic views at The
Gap, and savour an Australian seafood lunch at Watson’s Bay. After lunch, increase the thrill-factor with a ride to
your hotel on the back of a Harley Davidson!

o

Evening - Australian Welcome

With the iconic Sydney Harbour Bridge and Opera House as your backdrop, your guests are welcomed to the
country in true Aussie style in the Botanic Gardens, under the stars of the southern night sky. Enjoy a BBQ and
fresh local seafood, a traditional Aboriginal “Welcome to Country”, and get up-close and personal with some
Australian wildlife at your own petting zoo.
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Morning - Choice of Group
Activities

•

Sailing on Sydney Harbour

Climbing the Sydney Harbour
Bridge

Take to the seas of Sydney Harbour
in your fleet of racing yachts! Duck
and weave through the course and
fight for first, all while experiencing
the beautiful hidden inlets of our
harbour. The fleet docks at Darling
Harbour after the race for lunch
before heading back to the hotel.

The best views in Sydney are at the
top of the Harbour Bridge! Done your
climbing gear, and set of, climbing
underneath the southern on-ramp, up
and through the roadway, and finally
up and along the steel arches of the
bridge all the way to the top, 134
metres above the water.

•

o

•

Seaplanes to Lunch

A very different way to get on the
water! Your pilot will take you on a
scenic flight around Sydney Harbour
and the city before heading inland to
the picturesque Pittwater region. Your
very special lunch location is only
accessible by Seaplane, and your
pilot stops right at the door!

Evening - Sydney Harbour Cruise

Board your private luxury yacht at Circular Quay and embark on an opulent evening on the water. Watch the sun
set behind the Sydney Harbour Bridge and see the city come alive with lights and life as you explore the endless
Inlets and Bays that make up Sydney Harbour. A live band or a DJ will provide the soundtrack to the glamorous
evening.
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Morning - Sydney’s Back Country

Depart in your convoy of 4WD vehicles for an authentic insight into the Australian Bush. Your first stop on the way
to the Blue Mountains is a Wildlife Reserve with an abundance of Australian Animal residents. As the altitude
increases and the bush grows more wild- your local experts turn onto a dirt-road, taking you on a 4WD track that
arrives at a hidden grass clearing. BBQ is on the menu for lunch as you relax on picnic rugs under the shade of
Gum Trees. It’s not uncommon to see a wild kangaroo go bouncing past! Continue your journey into the
mountains, stopping at unbelievable lookouts and the 3 Sisters before making your way back to the city.

o

Evening - Farewell Sydney

Say goodbye to Sydney in style with a farewell dinner at the beautifully historic Sydney Town Hall. This heritagelisted building will be completely transformed by Ovation into a unique and opulent dining-room. The stage is set
for a night to remember as your entertainment fills the air at the atmosphere builds until your guests finally give
into the urge to take to the dance floor.
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Morning - Travel to Hayman Island

Head to the airport for your flight north to the Whitsunday Islands, your destination is one of the most luxurious and
exclusive resort locations in the country- Hayman Island. The flight lands on Hamilton Island and your private yacht
awaits to take you to Hayman. Enjoy champagne and canapes as you cruise through the bluest waters in Australia
on the way to paradise. Guests have the afternoon to themselves check in, explore and unwind.

o

Evening - Poolside Party

In true luxury resort style, your guests are invited to the pool- which has been completely transformed into your
venue for dinner. Enjoy drinks and canapes on the pool deck as acoustic sounds combine with the tropical air to
create an unforgettable atmosphere.
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Morning - Whitehaven Beach

It’s one of the most beautiful beaches in the world, stretching for seven kilometres and made of the most pure
white sand, Whitehaven Beach is a Whitsunday must-do. Your private charter takes your guests directly to the
beach which is only accessible by water. Enjoy lunch and refreshments on the beach and play some beach sports
or simply relax. Guests can also enjoy some snorkelling off Chalkie’s Beach.

o

Evening: Dining at Leisure

Hayman Island has fantastic dining options, and guests are encourages to explore and eat at their leisure after a
big day of sun and sand.
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Morning - At Leisure

With a wide-range of activities on offer it’s always difficult to choose how to spend your time on the island. There’s
kayaking, windsurfing, hikes, beach volleyball, tennis, golf, yoga, spa treatments and several pools and beaches.
For those chasing adrenaline, there’s also Water-skiing, seaplane and helicopter rides or deep sea fishing.

o

Evening - Farewell Dinner on the Beach

Lit by the sunset, stars and dancing flames, this one-of-a-kind dinner venue will let your guests say goodbye to
Australia in the most memorable way. A band plays as cocktails and canapes are served while the sun sets behind
the island-dotted horizon. The music stops, and the sound of deep drumming fills the air as fire-dancers take the
stage before guests take their seats and dinner is served.
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o

Morning - Travel Home

The group returns to Hamilton Island to board flights to Brisbane and eventually to home!
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